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ABSTRACT

The aim of this paper is to determine the effect of arrangement of fibreglass fabric plies in a polymer composite on a strength. Based on the experimental results, the real effect of plies arrangement and their most favourable configuration with respect to strength is determined. The experiments were performed on 4 types of handmade composites which had different fibre orientations and thicknesses. The first three of the composites had three plies of fabric. The plies arrangement in Composite I was unchanged, in Composite II the central ply had the 45° orientation, while in Composite III the outside ply (tangential to the adhesive layer) was oriented at 45°. In contrast, Composite IV consisted of five plies with unchanged arrangement. Composite plates were first cut into smaller specimens and then after stabilizing, the composite specimens were subjected to strength tests. The highest tensile strength and elongation are obtained for Composite IV, which was the higher the thickness from the tested composite samples, but for this composite the tensile modulus was lowest value. Composite II has the lowest values of strength parameters among the tested composites, which contain three plies and central ply has the 45° orientation.
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INTRODUCTION

Composites are applied in many branches of industry [2, 5, 9, 17, 19, 26, 35, 37]. Composites can be strengthened with different types of fibres [11, 12, 22, 30, 37]. In this way an increase of some strength indicators of this composite is achieved [4]. Depending on the required strength, operating conditions, production method and other factors, the appropriate types of composite components are assorted: fibres and matrix. The fibres used for reinforcing composites can be: glass, carbonised, boron, aramid, organic, metallic or ceramic [4, 7, 24, 25, 28, 34, 36].

Polymer-based composites reinforced with various fibres are applied in several industry branches such as [2, 8, 10, 12, 17, 35, 37]:
• automotive branch (mainly glass fibres, carbon and organic fibres) – mainly in car-body elements, doors, bonnets and boot lid;
• different means of transport, such as railway – construction elements of railway cars and locomotives;
• aircraft branch (e.g. the main rotor blade and supportive rotor blade, fuselage elements and helicopter equipment, construction elements and sheathing, potable water installations and
air-condition installations);  
- aerospace industry (satellites aerials, pressure vessels);  
- shipbuilding industry (hulls of ships);  
- building industry (different types of containers and pipelines, bridge constructions and other).

Products made of materials such as fibreglass-reinforced polymers play a significant role in industry [1]. Known as polymer composites, these materials are of vital importance in industry due to a wide range of potential combinations of their individual components [27]. These components include fillers and polymer matrix. The filler material can be made fibres, fabric, paper, and staple fibres [24], e.g. glass fibre, carbon fibre, also carbon nanofibres or boron carbides [7, 22, 25, 28, 31]. The polymer matrix can be made of resins, such as epoxy resins, polyester resins, phenol-formaldehyde resins or maleic resins [8, 20, 21, 29, 37]. The variety of resin and filler types provides an opportunity to fabricate diverse composite materials [24]. Most of them are designed for particular purposes depending on technical and operational aspects of a given composite [6, 13, 18].

The character of used to strengthen glass greatly affects the strength of the obtained polyester laminate both because of the different possibilities of the fibers, their content in the laminate and method of forming, and the porosity of the product. However the manufacturing of laminates can be expensive because of the high labour requirement in the manual lay-up of plies [24].

The use of glass fabric due to their compact design allows to obtain laminates with relatively large content of glass, and therefore of considerable mechanical strength. Laminates of fabrics exhibit the warp and weft maximum mechanical properties, while at 45° to the directions of these characteristics are much worse [20]. The various laminates, which have various the arrangements of plies and amount of plies, were tested. Polymer laminates which consist 16 plies (each ply is approximately 0.125 mm thick) with (01/901), lay-up were tested by Katman et al. [16]. The polymer composites with 8 and 10 pre-impregnate plies of carbon and glass fibres in the same orientation were investigated by Bénard et al. [3].

The use of composites and other polymers usually poses bonding problems [32, 33]. Adhesive bonding is often preferred for joining composite laminates because the adhesive itself is often the same polymer as the resin matrix. Lamine configuration and properties affect adhesive stress and joint durability. In response, adhesive properties and thickness influence damage progression in the laminate [23].

In practice this rarely occurs axial stretching, and most often it is bending. By bending the beam on two supports, which runs the force is compression, and opposing – tension. It is therefore appropriate to adjust the ownership of materials. In Table 1 summarizes the mechanical properties of non-reinforced resin polyester laminate obtained from fabric, test parallel to the direction of the position of the fibres [20].

As is evident from the data provided in table 1 polyester resin is relatively resistant on the compression, and the bad – for stretching. Laminate of fabric is much better resistant for stretching. And the laminate with high resin content is also good on the compressive and is bed resistant on tensile. So it is not indifferent, on which side of the bending cross section will be the strengthening material. The example of bending laminates samples consisting of two layers of mats and one layer of fabric is shown in Figure 1. This sample supports distance was 4 centimeters, the thickness of the laminate polyester – 2 millimeters, the contents of the glass – 36% w/w. Bending strength obtained for a sample of the compression side mat was 322 MPa, while the reverse side – only 120 MPa. The difference of bending strength (R_g) in both of these cases, for the same samples was significant.

The paper investigates the effect of arrangement of individual plies of fibreglass fabric in a composite material on the strength of hand-making composites. On the basis of the analysis of the studies specified the actual impact of the arrangement
of layers and the best of their arrangement affect strength of these composites. The one of main purpose is presents the some technological aspect of mechanical properties of hand-making composites.

**TEST METHODOLOGY**

**Characteristic of composites**

For the purpose of the study, four polymer composites made of two constituent materials were fabricated. The reinforcement material was plain weave fibreglass fabric 200g/m², while the matrix material was POLIMAL 1094 polyester resin [14].

The first three of the composites had three plies of fabric. The plies arrangement in Composite I was unchanged, in Composite II the central ply had the 45° orientation, while in Composite III the outside ply (tangential to the adhesive layer) was oriented at 45°. In contrast, Composite IV consisted of five plies with unchanged arrangement (Tab. 2).

**Mould design and preparation**

First, it was necessary to design a mould where a composite material was to be fabricated. The mould was made of multi-chamber polycarbonate with the dimensions 60 x 60. This popular material is widely used in the roofing and roof glazing of sports, industrial and commercial buildings, as it is very light and easy to process. Prior to creating a composite material, the mould was suitably prepared. First, the entire surface of the mould was degreased with acetone to remove dirt which accumulated during mould fabrication and other activities. Next, it was thoroughly coated with an anti-adhesive agent, Polsiform. After atomizing, the agent generated a thin layer of silicon oil on the surface of the mould. Besides having anti-adhesive properties, the silicon oil has no negative effect on the processing and casues no defects in the finished product.

Prior to fabricating each composite material, cut-to-dimension fibreglass fabric and polyester resin (POLIMAL 1094, produced by Organika Sarzyna, Poland [14]) were mixed with Metox-50 curing agent. The ratio of mixing the resin and curing agent was 100:10. Particular care was taken to prevent introducing too many air bubbles into the mixture during this process.

Polimal 1094 is orthophthalic structural resin (Fig. 2), medium-flexible, accelerated, low emission of styrene and a colored indicator of cure. It is used in the production of glass laminates with a thickness of 5 mm. Good curing requires the ambient temperature above 18°C and low humidity. It is accelerated resin having a relatively short and stable shelf gel time.

Metox-50 is a peroxide initiator for copolymerization of unsaturated polyester resins and vinyl ester. This hardener contains methylethylketone peroxide and it is 20% solution in dimethyl phthalate. It is used mainly with cobalt accelerators at environment. Due to the reduced the water content is recommended for curing gelcoats, polymer concrete and some polyester varnishes.

**Making of the composites**

After protecting the entire mould surface from adhesion, its inside was coated with a thin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation of composites</th>
<th>Plies arrangement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composite (I)</td>
<td>0°/0°/0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite (II)</td>
<td>0°/45°/0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite (III)</td>
<td>45°/0°/0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite (IV)</td>
<td>0°/0°/0°/0°/0°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. The schema of bending laminates samples consisting of two layers of mats and one layer of fabric [20]

Fig. 2. Structure of Polimal 1094 resin [15]
layer of polyester resin, and the first ply of fiberglass fabric was laid out depending on the type of a composite to be made (Tab. 2). Next, another ply of resin was applied with a brush (Fig. 3a). To supersaturate the fabric with the resin and to remove air bells from the space between fibres, the whole material was subjected to rolling (Fig. 3b). This operation was repeated for two successive plies, with the fiberglass fabric laid out in accordance with the desired composite layup design.

In the course of the process, particular care was taken to spread the resin over the entire surface of the fabric as thoroughly as possible, ensuring that it is distributed evenly. The obtained composite material is shown in Figure 3c.

**Cutting and preparation of samples**

The four prepared composite materials were left to cure for 4 days. After that period, each composite was removed from the mould, cut and numbered. Each sample was assigned its own unique Roman numeral (I through IV) to indicate the number of a composite material and its serial number. The samples were cut by a FNU-50E milling machine. The cut composites were used four blade cutter mill with skew cuts in the working part of the CVD diamond coating for the assay JRT0600 a diameter of 6 mm. The cut was implemented with the following technological parameters: RPM 9000 min\(^{-1}\) and a feed of 1000 mm/min.

**Description of polymer composite samples**

The experiments were performed on samples produced in compliance with the above procedure. Each sample had a length of 100 mm (L) and a width of 25 mm (w) (Fig. 4).

Their thickness (t) varied depending of the number of plies. Composites I, II, III had a thickness of 2 mm, while Composite IV had a thickness of 3 mm. The samples are prepared to the following bonding process, but any standard was used to preparing the samples.

**Description of polymer**

The polymer composites specimens were subjected to strength tests on a testing machine ZWICK/ROELL Z150 in compliance with the standard DIN EN 527-1. The tests were conducted at the following parameters: tensile modulus crosshead speed 1 mm/min, crosshead speed 5 mm/min.

The following strength test results were analyzed:
• E – tensile modulus in MPa,
• $R_{p0.2}$ – elongation limit at disproportionate extension of 0.2%,
• $R_m$ – tensile strength in MPa.

To perform strength tests, the prepared samples were mounted in helical-wedge chucks of the testing machine. Thereby fixed joints were then subjected to strength testing until their failure.

RESULTS

Surface view

The microscopic views of prepared composites were presented in Figs. 5-8. The photographs were made using the stereoscopic microscope NIKON SMZ 1500.

In Figure 5 and Figure 8 the microscopic photographs presented the plies which have 0° orientation, but the different the amount of plies. It can be noticed that the composite IV (5 plies - Fig. 8) is more compact structure than the composite I (3 plies – Figs. 5-7).

Tensile strength of polymer composite samples

The results of strength test of the polymer composite samples are illustrated in Figs. 9-11.

The highest value of tensile modulus (Fig. 9) for Composite III (0°/0°/45°) was obtained (2255 MPa), while the lowest value of tensile modulus (1370 MPa) for Composite IV (5 plies). It can be noticed that the composite IV (5 plies - Fig. 8) is more compact structure than the composite I (3 plies – Figs. 5-7).

Fig. 4. Dimensions of the composites samples after cutting

Fig. 5. Surface view of composite I: 0°/0°/0° plies arrangement

Fig. 6. Surface view of composite II: 0°/45°/0° plies arrangement: a), b)
Fig. 7. Surface view of composite III: 45°/0°/0° plies arrangement: a, b)

Fig. 8. Surface view of composite IV: 0°/0°/0°/0°/0° plies arrangement: a), b)

Fig. 9. Tensile modulus of the tested composites samples
The difference is about 40%. Comparing the results of tensile modulus for composites with three plies, the highest value of tensile modulus for Composite III (0°/0°/45°) was obtained while the lowest value of tensile modulus for Composite II (0°/45°/0°). It can be claimed that the central ply of 45° orientation is disadvantageous. The difference between the tensile modulus value for Composite I (0°/0°/0°) and Composite II (0°/45°/0°) is 7%.

**Fig. 10.** Tensile strength of the tested composites samples

**Fig. 11.** Elongation of the tested composites samples
The highest tensile strength (Fig. 10) and elongation (Fig. 11) are characteristic for Composite IV, which was the higher the thickness from the tested composite samples. The lowest tensile strength was noted in case of Composite II (0°/45°/0°). In this composite central ply has the 45° orientation. Comparison the result of composites with 45° orientation of ply, the higher tensile strength was obtained for Composite III (0°/0°/45°) than Composite II (0°/45°/0°). The differences between these values were above 30%. The near same value of tensile strength was obtained for Composite I (0°/0°/0°) and Composite III (0°/0°/45°). Composite II (0°/45°/0°) has the lowest values of strength parameters among the tested composites, which contain three plies.

The results of elongation of tested polymer composites have similar dependence.

CONCLUSIONS

The paper investigated the effect of plies arrangement in a hand-made composite material on the strength of this composite. The significance of this problem is particularly true these days owing to a wide use of composite materials to design structures with required specific strength. To investigate the effect of plies arrangement on the strength of fiberglass fabric, 4 composite materials were fabricated, each having a different plies arrangement and thickness. Special care was taken to maintain the same manufacturing conditions throughout the entire process as well as to ensure that the composite material be produced with utmost accuracy so as to yield the most reliable results. The stabilizing period of all samples was set to 7 days. After that, each sample was measured and subjected to failure tests. Some of the procedures had to be repeated because of a significant scatter of the results. The final results were then divided into groups to examine the effect of different variants of plies arrangement.

The highest tensile strength and elongation are obtained for Composite IV, which was the higher the thickness from the tested composite samples, but for this composite the tensile modulus was lowest value. Composite II has the lowest values of strength parameters among the tested composites, which contain three plies and central ply has the 45° orientation.

Concluding, based on the experimental results, plies arrangement vital influences on the strength of composites and should be taken into account when designing composite materials for various applications.
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